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Prelude Music ................................................................. Symphonic Winds
Dr. Elizabeth Gould, Conductor

*Processional

Student Marshals: Angela Kae Johnson, Master of Business Administration; Jeremy Lee
Gooding, Accountancy; Steven Brent Ehle, Computer Information Systems and
Production Management; Wendine Thompson-Dawson, Economics; Danielle Bugni,
International Business; Bonni L. White, Management; and Ellen Chauncey, Marketing
and Finance

Welcome and Remarks ...................................................... Dr. William C. Lathen

Greetings from the Alumni Chapter ..................................... Ms. Laura Kubinski

Recognition of Honors:
Top Ten Scholars for 1999 ................................................. Kathryn L. Newman
Ryan David Mallett

Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award ................. Kathryn L. Newman

Outstanding Graduates
Masters of Business Administration ..................................... Lynne Ellen Bachman
Accountancy ....................................................................... Yvonne Marie Gerratt
Idaho Society of CPAs ...................................................... Ryan David Mallett
Institute of Internal Auditors/Internal Audit Emphasis ............. Michele L. Creek
Computer Information Systems ......................................... Stephen Brent Ehle
Production and Operations Management ............................. Carol J. Meli
Economics ......................................................................... Angie P. Fisher and Colleen T. Prescott
International Business ....................................................... Danielle Bugni
Management/Entrepreneurial ............................................... Brent J. King
Management/General Business ........................................... Suzanne Kimball
Management/Human Resource ............................................ Brandy Yoko Mamizuka
Marketing ........................................................................... Ellen Chauncey
Finance .............................................................................. Casey J. Maslonka
Sales and Marketing Executives of Boise ............................. Ellen Chauncey

Presentation of Degrees by Departments
Master of Business Administration ....................................... Dr. Harry White
Accountancy ....................................................................... Dr. David Koeppen
Computer Information Systems and
Production Management ..................................................... Dr. David Groebner
Economics .......................................................................... Dr. Charles Skoro
International Business ....................................................... Dr. Nancy Napier
Management ...................................................................... Dr. Michael Frommuller
Marketing and Finance ..................................................... Dr. Dwayne Barney

Concluding Remarks ........................................................... Dr. William Lathen

*Recessional

Reception for graduates, their families, and friends immediately follows
in Maggie’s Café, Student Union Building

*Audience will please stand
The College of Business and Economics at Boise State University is the primary emphasis Business School in Idaho. With over 100 faculty and professional staff, over 2,500 students, and delivery sites throughout Southern Idaho, the College has degree programs in accounting, computer information systems, economics, finance, international business, management, marketing, and production management. We also serve as an educational resource through our Center for Management Development, the Idaho Small Business Development Center, and the Idaho Council on Economic Education.

OUR VISION
To be a premier business resource in the Northwestern United States.

OUR MISSION
To advance the success of individuals and organizations of Idaho by providing responsive, accessible and high quality educational services in business and economics.
HONOR ROLL

BACCALAUREATE

Summa Cum Laude (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
M-Ryan David Mallett M-Kathryn L. Newman M-Felisa M. Wood

Magna Cum Laude (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average)
M-Bradley Curtis Arendt M-Jeremy Lee Gooding D-Colleen Therese Prescott
M-Danielle Marie Bugni M-Suzanne Kimball M-Damon A. Sutherland
D-Ryan D. Cleverley M-Casey J. Maslonka M-Wendine Rebecca Thompson-Dawson
M-Angie Petra Fisher D-Carol J. Melt M-Heidi Hulme Weed
M-Rebecca Jane Fowers A-Melody J. Mitchell D-Bonni L. White
M-Yvonne Marie Gerratt D-Christopher Lee Myers

Cum Laude (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average)
D-Scott Kendall Ward Ahrens D-Gina L. Huntsinger D-James M. Nasman
D-Brandon L. Baim Monte D-Lori K. Kopper A-Robert M. Peterson
D-Rhonda A. Blinzler M-Casiana Angelica Larson M-Jennifer Lynn Pruett
M-LuAnn Brusseau D-Hau To Nelson Lau M-Pamela S. Seibel
M-Michael J. Campbell M-Bobby J. Lawrence M-Rashi Sharan
M-Ellen Chauncey M-Brandy Yoko Mamizuka A-Monica E. Tausch
D-Guy E. Colwell M-Cari Lea Markham D-Ingrid Thompson
M-Michele L. Creek M-Trudi Ann Mayes D-Lorinda S. Van Pelt
M-Tor M. Daley M-Michael McFarlane M-Athena A. Viviani
M-David Dalgaard A-M. LaRae Morrison D-Hui-Yuan Elaine Zhu
M-Carla Lynn Dennis M-Damon A. Sutherland

(Calculations for May candidates were made on the basis of grade point average accumulated before the last semester, and there may be differences when final grades are processed. Candidates for second degrees are not eligible for honors designation. All Master candidates must have a minimum grade point average of at least 3.00 and are not eligible for honors designation.)

HONORS PROGRAM

The Honors Program offers exceptional undergraduate students a challenging interdisciplinary curricula and a rich array of co-curricular activities. Students who have completed the prescribed course of study and have attained a cumulative GPA of at least 3.75 graduate with distinguished honors. Those who have completed the prescribed course of study and have at least a 3.5 GPA graduate with honors.

Honors
Michael K. Naethe
Economics, Quantitative Option and International Business

CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

BACHELOR OF ARTS, ACCOUNTANCY
M-Jenna Clara Pitman
M-Alfonso Danny Sarceda
D-Christopher Charles Vashro
A-Vicki L. Wallace

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ACCOUNTANCY
M-Steve R. Albertson
M-Ryan William Allen
D-Jennifer K. Atkinson
D-Brandon L. Biasmonte
A-Stacey Baker
M-Kristi E. Barnett (S.D.)
E-Emily Ball Behnap
M-Desiree Renee Berg
M-Michael A. Bjorum
D-Pamela M. Blackburn
M-Donnal M. Cain
M-Desiree Renee Berg
M-Michael A. Bjorum
M-Desiree Renee Berg
M-Ryan William Allen
D-Kristi E. Barnett (S.D.)
E-Christopher Charles Vashro
A-Vicki L. Wallace

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
M-Russell S. Bjork
D-David L. Blankenship
D-Guy E. Colwell
M-Matthew E. Cox
M-Phil William Crook
M-William Daniel Dohrn
M-Jeffrey S. Dowdy
M-Steven Brent Ehle
D-Fredrick R. Elliott, Jr.
M-Morgan Phillip Evans
M-Ilona E. Ferguson
M-David A. Fung (S.D.)
M-Jeffery T. Gerhardt (S.D.)
M-Denise Anne Goin
A-Renata L. Goralski
M-Adam Brian Hairston
D-Christopher J. Haskell
D-W. Darrin Heaps
M-Ben D. Hiatt
M-Brett Thomas Huebner
D-Anthony K. Huntley
M-Cory Wind Landers
D-Hau To Nelson Lau
A-Richard-Paul McCloseky
M-Kimberly K. Morris

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, ACCOUNTANCY
M-Mamata Bhattacharya
M-James Edward Bowden III
M-Christopher Garrett Burns (S.D.)
A-Michelle L. Creek
D-Michelle S. Emmons
M-Jeremy Lee Gooding
D-Colleen Therese Prescott
D-Alkee S. Thompson

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ACCOUNTANCY - INTERNAL AUDIT OPTION
M-Michelle L. Creek
D-Michelle S. Emmons
M-Jeremy Lee Gooding

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
M-Michael J. Campbell
D-Patrick A. Cherry
M-Michele L. Curtis
M-Michael J. Emerich (S.D.)
M-Ted B. Fuller (S.D.)
A-Scott S. Hilpert

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
M-Christopher Terry Burt
A-Ryan W. Cook
M-Christopher Garrett Burns (S.D.)
A-Michelle L. Creek
D-Michelle S. Emmons
M-Jeremy Lee Gooding
D-Colleen Therese Prescott
D-Alkee S. Thompson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
M-Nathan Don Schorzman

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS ECONOMICS
M-Bradley Curtis Arendt
M-Xavier Roger DeBuck (S.D.)
M-Matthew Dirk Ernest
M-Michelle Alfonso Sarceda
M-Anna Maria Peterson
A-Robert M. Peterson
M-Dzung Quoc Pham (S.D.)
M-James P. Pope
M-Jennifer Cherone Post
M-Daniel K. Robbins
M-Dirk Rosenbaum
M-Pamela S. Siebel
D-Kay Smart
M-Steve Michael Smith
M-Tom St. Clair
D-Sean Stanley
D-E. Kay Stoll
D-Michael Tchen
D-Cindy Thompson (S.D.)
A-Laura A. Thompson
M-William N. Thompson, Jr. (S.D.)
D-Pravene Upadhaya
D-Christopher Alan Wilcox
M-Felisa M. Wood

BACHELOR OF ARTS, ECONOMICS, QUANTITATIVE OPTION

M-Michael K. Naeth M-Wendine Rebecca Thompson-Dawson

M-Adrian Harris M-William F. Squires

M-Catrina M-Will F. Squires

M-Lewis Figure M-Athena A. Viviani

M-Danielle Marie Bugni M-Rupert L. Warren

BACHELOR OF ARTS, ECONOMICS, SOCIAL SCIENCE OPTION

M-Ladislav Jirout M-Will F. Squiers

D-Gretchen Louise Leonard M-Athena A. Viviani

D-Moren Rex Schwarzhoft M-Rupert L. Warren

BACHELOR OF ARTS, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

M-Shelby Ann Korte M-Jason Lee Shaffer

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

A-Brian M. Bastian M-Stephen Roger Keely

A-Danielle Marie Bugni M-Kerrick Tremayne Kuzmic

A-Maria De Lourdes Cabral M-John Michael LeVering

M-Michael J. Campbell M-Gayle P. Martinez

D-Matthew Jacob Dalsoglio M-A-Robert Sanchez

M-Aaron D. Ellsworth M-Laurel Ann Schroeder

M-Jay L Comparison M-Bruce Ryan Stotter

M-Lluis Figueras M-Ryan Stearns

M-Jeney Heath Gifford M-Daniel R. Stephenson

A-Jennifer Marie Harrison M-Antonio Tellez

M-Bradley Ryan Hine M-Colin Ty Thompson

D-Daniel Hoard M-Ryan D. Thompson

BACHELOR OF CONSTRUCTION, GENERAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

M-Adrian M. Myklebust

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, GENERAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

M-Scott Kendall Ward Ahrens M-Randy Joseph Lane

M-Tammy L. Stumpf Allgood M-Casiana Angelica Larson

M-Jorge A. Ballerino M-Heather M. Lyons

A-Shauna Marie Boardman M-Anthony Mamaril

D-Jason McKenzie Booth M-Robin E. Mein


M-David A. Broderick M-James M. Nasman

M-LuAnn Brusseau M-Angela Josephine P'Pool

M-Catrina C. Chapple M-Jodi L. Quesnell

M-Michele L. Curtis M-Drew Allan Ranstrom

A-Jennifer A. Dolphus M-Patrick Lee Reuels

M-Arthur David Donica M-Sarah A. Roberts

M-Egbert Andel Felix M-Maria Del Rosario Rodriguez

M-Jeffrey M. Ford M-A-Maria D. Santana-Gonzalez

D-Kathryn L. Fruscella M-Adrienne B. Singer Schmelpfenning

M-Dennis Furrrow M-Brenda JoAnne Smith

M-Renn E. Gebhardt M-Kenneth James Smith

M-Adam Brian Hairston M-A-Jennifer Smith-Bevel

D-Michele J. Hayes M-Krystine Lee St. John

D-Chad N. Heimgartner M-Jason S. Thurston

M-Joseph Brian Hull M-A-Gay Denise Tisdale

M-Aaron Hutchings M-Ronald J. Ware

M-Gaizka Irazoza M-Audre Ann Wilke

M-Lori M. Jensen M-Stephanie K. Wright

M-Suzanne Kimbrel M-Danae Marie Yoder

M-Ryan Earl Millick M-Russel David Young

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, GENERAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

M-Ryan Earl Millick

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, MANAGEMENT - ENTREPRENEURIAL OPTION

M-Brian L. Alger M-Brent J. King

D-Kevin W. Allen M-Yong Moon Lim

A-Jermaine Andre Belin M-Kathy E. Pettit

M-Sheri D. Bias M-D-Ryan Dee Richards

M-Devon Bobbitt M-Joel L. Schmitt

M-Stephen Douglas Damele II M-Justin Y. Thomas

D-Lois Joanne Dunlap

BACHELOR OF ARTS, MANAGEMENT - HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT OPTION

D-Dan M. Mooney M-Kristi R. Pepple

M-Bradley Ryan Hinke M-Jennifer Cheron Post

D-Jason K. Murdock M-Jennifer Lynn Pruett

M-Michael A. Howard M-Matthew P. Reese

M-Bradley Curtis Arndt M-A-Kristy L. Sellers

M-Pamela Winton Brewer M-Stefanie C. Shaduck

M-David Burton Davis M-Jaimie Lynn Shepard

M-Erin E. De Sesa M-A-Jennifer Smith-Bevel

M-Marie Deleon-Guerrero Snyder M-Stefanie S. Shriver

M-Scott Kendall Ward Ahrens M-Ginger Sprute

M-Zane L. Cairns M-Richard H. Steed

M-Jose G. Cortez, Jr. (S.D.) M-Valerie Marie Stewart

M-Carla Lynn Dennis M-A-Monica E. Tausch

M-Keyes Dietz M-Tiffinia M. Thielges

M-Tuong V. Pham Donnelly M-Steven J. Tong

M-Meredith Amber Drummond M-Gayle H. Turrill

D-Gus Petro Eliopoulos M-Cory Eugene Vaughn

M-Debra Kay Ford M-Kedron Kai Walker

D-Stefan P. Kipp M-Bonni L. White

D-Stephen R. Kuff M-Spencer Dean Willis

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, MANAGEMENT - HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT OPTION

M-Jennifer Whittaker

BACHELOR OF ARTS, FINANCE

A-Amaya Ann Ormaza M-Paula Marie Penza

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE

M-Bradley Curtis Arndt M-Casey J. Maslonka

M-Pamela Winton Brewer M-Andrew M. Movius III

M-Amber Davis Britain M-Brian Dean Naugle

M-Danielle Marie Bugni M-Tamara M. Olson

M-Dustin B. Fowers M-Edward J. Ritter

M-Rebecca Jane Fowers M-Donivon D. Roberts

A-Lindsey Dawn Galloway M-Jenny Robinson

M-Christopher W. Guilt M-Robert R. Schnuerle

M-Brian William Hamilton M-Justin Mark Stollford

D-Daniel Julian Haydon M-Damon A. Sutherlond

M-Emil Elise Helseth M-Mark A. Sutherland

M-Jaycee L. Holman M-Michael Bryan Verabendese

D-Aaron Hook M-Kathrina M. Watts

D-Randy Joshua Lane M-Heidi Hulme Weed

M-Joe G. Schmitt M-Brian J. Wetzel

M-Leah Seychelles Cripe M-Debra L. Zatica

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, FINANCE

M-Stephanie Christina Allen M-A-David M. Logsdon (S.D.)
### Bachelor of Arts, Marketing

- M-A. Russell Robison
- M-Stacey Weimorts

### Bachelor of Business Administration, Marketing

- M-Nikola Rae Barnekkoff
- M-Erika Danell Black
- M-Marsha L. Brown
- M-Cheryl Lynne Burrell
- M-Ellen Chauncey
- D-Connie J. Wascher Cleveland
- A-James Clyde
- A-LeAnn Catherine Doan
- D-Sherron M. Egeland
- M-Colette L. Ellison
- M-Aaron D. Ellsworth
- A-Andy Gordon Falk
- M-Robin Augusta Falk
- D-Scott R. Feely
- M-Luiz Figueras Moya
- A-Jason Christopher Findley
- M-Catherine Michelle Gowans
- M-Amanda Jean Lootens Grow
- M-Tiffany Alane Hafer
- M-Thomas Francis Hicks
- M-Whitney L. Hieb
- M-Russell D. James

### Bachelor of Science, Marketing

- A-Jason J. Chu
- M-Shelby Ann Korte

### Master of Business Administration

- M-Salman Akram
- M-David J. Aldredge
- M-James R. Anderson
- M-Nguyen Thi Tuyet Anh
- M-Pham Thuc Anh
- M-Duong Hoai Bac
- D-Lyne Ellen Bachman
- M-Sheryl Lynn Bishop
- A-Michael J. Bledsoe
- M-Mich-Lawman Davis Cranney
- M-Pham Duc Cuong
- D-Donald Lee Curtis, Jr.
- M-Sonia Ursula Daley
- A-Elizabeth Polly Dean
- M-Pham Thi Dinh
- A-Arsem M. Djatej
- M-Nguyen Quang Duc
- M-Ho Chi Dung
- M-Jill R. Feeler
- A-Jelean Folkman
- D-Jun Gao
- M-Krista Guy Geddes
- M-Chu Thi Huong Giang
- M-Nguyen Vinh Giang
- M-Tran Huong Giang
- M-Tran Thi Huong Giang
- A-Nicole Elizabeth Gray
- M-Juan Carlos Guzman
- M-Dau Thuy Ha
- A-Michael Robert Hansen
- M-John Craig Hardesty
- D-Wade Randall Heupel
- M-Nguyen Huu Hien
- M-Dinh Thi Lan Huong
- M-Angela Rae Johnson
- M-Cynthia Stewart Kennedy
- M-Nguyen Trong Khaing

### Master of Science in Accounting, Taxation

- M-D-Richard Craig Bermensolo
- M-A-Kurt William Stadlbauer
- M-S-Cecily Chatburn Vaughn
- M-P-Patricia L. Verdun

---

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Guests are requested to remain in the seating areas during the entire ceremony including the processional and recessional. The main floor will be open for picture taking following the program.

ELEVATOR - An elevator is available at Entrance 1 (northeast) for use when stairs are a barrier.

EMERGENCY CARE - For medical emergencies, please check with ushers.
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The program cover was designed by Adele Thomsen, Boise State University Printing & Graphic Services.

ACADEMIC DRESS

For centuries academic dress has been associated with learning. Its origin is considered to be ecclesiastical, though the gown of the medieval scholar may have developed out of the ordinary civilian costume of an earlier period. The medieval scholar was often a monk, who found the hood and gown a protection against the cold of his cell. The sleeves of his gown were used for carrying his books and supplies.

In the United States, three types of gowns and three types of hoods have been devised for the bachelors, masters, and doctors, respectively. The square caps are the same except that the doctor’s may be made of velvet and have a tassel of gold.

The distinguishing characteristic of the gowns is the sleeves: pointed and hanging to the knee, for the bachelor; closed (the arm coming through a slit at the elbow), square at the end, extending well below the knee, for the master; full, round, open, bell-shaped, adorned with three bars of velvet, for the doctor.

The colors on the hoods represent two things: the wearer’s Alma Mater and the department of learning. The lining of silk is in the color or colors of the college or university granting the degree. The trimming of velvet is the color that represents the department of learning in which the degree was obtained. The velvet trimming on a doctor’s gown may also be of the departmental color or it may be black.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agriculture</th>
<th>Arts, Letters, Humanities</th>
<th>Business Administration</th>
<th>Dentistry</th>
<th>Economics</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Engineering</th>
<th>Fine Arts, Architecture</th>
<th>Forestry</th>
<th>Home Economics</th>
<th>Law</th>
<th>Library Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maize</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Drab</td>
<td>Lilac</td>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>Maroon</td>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>Lemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Physical Edu</td>
<td>Public Administra</td>
<td>Public Health</td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Social Science</td>
<td>Theology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>Olive</td>
<td>DarkBlue</td>
<td>SageGreen</td>
<td>PeacockBlue</td>
<td>SalmonPink</td>
<td>GoldenYellow</td>
<td>Citron</td>
<td>Scarlet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>